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They say a warm personality is more important to women than good looks - but try telling that to the North American barn
swallow.

Even after the swallows have paired for the season, females may stray if their males don't keep themselves looking sexy.

Research published today in the journal Science shows that the female North American barn swallow still shops around for
new suitors. And forget temperament or charisma; the females judge males by their appearance, notably their reddish
colour.

Barn swallow (Hirundo rustica erythrogaster ) males have a wash of reddish-chestnut plumage from their throats to their
bellies, and this colour varies among birds from very pale red-brown to a dark rusty red.

The intensity of the red colour is thought to be a signal of "quality," with rich dark plumage the equivalent of a sports car
or powerful job.

Researchers do not know yet exactly what this quality signal represents - perhaps social status, good genes, or the ability
to raise offspring - but it plays a critical role when females choose a male to father their offspring.

This is the first study to reveal just how sensitive females are to short-term changes in their mate's appearance; a slightly
scruffy plumage at the wrong moment can cause an unwitting male to bring up chicks that are not his own. Sometimes
cuckolds rear an entire nest of illegitimate young.

"The bad news for male swallows is that the mating game is never over," said Dr Rebecca Safran, of Princeton University,
the lead author, who did the study while at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. "This is something that most humans can
relate to - think of how much time and money we spend on our looks and status long after we have established stable
relationships."

She and her colleagues describe experiments with 30 pairs where they made male swallows irresistible with non-toxic ink,
showing they were less likely to be cuckolded by their mates than those with relatively dull plumage. The paint job was
carried out after the first breeding attempt of each pair, said Dr Safran, so they could link paternity to the change in
appearance.

Like many songbirds, half of all male barn swallows typically care for at least one young chick that was fathered by another
bird. But DNA tests showed that males with enhanced plumage sired more offspring in the second nests of the season,
whereas males who looked the same did the same or worse.
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